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2 Claims. (Ci. S1—15) 

My present invention relates generally to lug stak 
ing tool, and, more speci?cally, is directed to a tool for 
staking an electrical conducting lug to the end of a cable" 
or the like. 
The primary disadvantage, which I have found in exist 

ing lug staking tools, resides in the fact that each tool 
is adapted to accommodate only a single size lug. As a 
result, where it becomes necessary to stake lugs of vary 
ing diameters, a number of staking tools must be main 
tained on hand, with each such staking tool being set to 
accommodate a different size lug. This arrangement is 
undesirable because valuable storage space is taken up 
by the several staking tools, there is the added expense of 
the cost and maintenance of the several staking tools, and 
time is consumed by an operator when switching from one 
tool to another. 

it is an object of my present invention to provide a lug 
staking tool wherein lugs of varying diameters may be 
accommodated. 

It is another object of my present invention to provide 
a lug staking tool of the character noted wherein manual 
adjustment of the tool may be made rapidly and easily 
for accommodating lugs of varying diameters. 

It is a further object of my present invention to provide 
a lug staking tool, as noted, which is inexpensive to manu 
facture and maintain. 
In the accomplishment of the foregoing obiectsd provide 

a lug staking tool which comprises a bed having a piston 
mounted therein for reciprocal movement. The bed also 
carries a lug receiving nest with which is associated means 
for locating the nest in one of a plurality of axial positions 
whereby the distance between the piston and the nest may 
be varied for accommodating lugs of various diameters. 
h/iore speci?cally, the nest is provided with a pair of index 
ing blades which are normally spring biased toward one 
pair of a plurality of steps formed in an indexing barrel. 
The steps are of varying axial depths. Adjustment in the 
axial position of the nest is accomplished by manuallywith 
drawing the indexing blades from the steps of the barrel, 
revolving the barrel until the pair of steps of the desired 
depth are aligned with the blades, and then releasing the 
nest permitting the blades to engage the selected steps thus 
setting the nest in a predetermined axial position. By vir 
tue of this construction, a single staking tool accommo 
dates a wide range of lugs of varying diameters. 
A primary feature of my present invention resides in the 

novel form of means for effecting reciprocal movement 
of the piston. The actuating means comprises a ?rst arm 
member pivotally mounted to the tool bed and a second 
arm member pivotally mounted to the ?rst arm member 
at a point spaced from the pivotal mounting of the ?rst 
arm member to the tool bed. The second arm member 
is also pivotally mounted to the piston at a point spaced 
from the pivotal mounting of the second arm member to 
the ?rst arm member. The arm members are manually 
movable toward and away from each other for effecting 
movement of the piston toward and away from the lug 
receiving nest whereby a lug may be staked or crimped 
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between the piston and the nest. The arrangement of the 
pivotal mountings of the arm members provides for a 
toggle form of action which snaps the piston into full 
engagement with a lug lying in the lug receiving nest thus 
effecting a secure staking. 
Now, in order to acquaint those skilled in the art with 

the manner of constructing and using lug staking tools 
in accordance with the principles of my present invention, 
I shall describe in connection with the accompanying 
drawing, a preferred embodiment of my present inven 
tion. 

In the drawing: 
Figure 1 is a side elevational view of the lug staking 

tool of my present invention with a portion being broken 
away for the sake of clarity; 

Figure 2 is a plan view of the lug staking tool of Figure 
1; and 

Figure 3 is an enlarged sectional view of the lug staking 
tool, taken along the line 3—3 of Figure 1, looking in the 
direction indicated by the arrows. 

Referring now to the drawing, there is indicated gen 
erally by the reference numeral 10 the bed of the lug 
staking tool of my present invention. The bed 10 may be 
held in the hand of an operator or may be mounted to a 
bench or the like by means of a bolt inserted through 
the bed opening 11. The tool bed 19 has a bight portion 
12 and a pair of parallel spaced apart leg portions 13 
and 14 projecting at right angles therefrom. 
Mounted in the leg portion 13 for reciprocal move 

ment, parallel to the bight portion 12 of the tool bed 19, 
is a cylindrical piston 15 which has a stepped, tapered 
nose portion 16 that faces the leg portion 14. A cylin 
drical adjusting pin or plunger 17 is mounted in the leg 
portion 14 for reciprocal movement parallel to the bight 
portion 12 of the tool bed 1%. As shown in Figure 3, 
a counterbore 18 is formed in the leg portion 14. The 
counterbore 18 receives a coil spring 19 which is arranged 
concentrically about the plunger 17 and engages the en 
larged knurled head 20 of the latter. 
The end of the plunger 37 which extends toward the 

piston 15 is received in the central bore of a lug receiving 
nest member 21 having a substantially V-shaped nest 
portion 22. The nest member 21 is secured to the plunger 
17 by means of a retaining wire or staple 23 which is 
disposed through transverse openings in the member 21 
and in engagement with the sides of a groove 24 formed 
in the plunger 17. A pair of blade members 25 project 
axially from the lug receiving nest member 21 toward 
the leg portion 14 of the tool bed 10. 

In the accomplishment of my present invention, I 
provide means for locating the nest member 21 in one 
of a plurality of axial positions whereby the distance 
between the piston 15 and the nest portion 22 may be 
varied for accommodating lugs of various diameters. 
The locating means comprises a barrel 26 which is 
mounted on the plunger 17 intermediate of the nest mem 
ber 21 and the leg portion 14 of the tool bed 10. The 
barrel 26 is formed with a plurality of steps 27 which 
are arranged about the periphery thereof. The steps 27 
are of varying axial depth and are preferably milled. The 
steps 27, at diametrically opposite sides of the barrel 26, 
are of the same depth to accommodate both of the index 
ing blades 25. It will be recognized by those skilled in 
the art that the indexing blades 25 are normally biased, 
by means of the action of spring 19, into engagement 
with the steps of the barrel 26. Suitable indicia may be 
imprinted on the barrel 26 for indicating the sizes of lugs 
that will be accommodated at the various settings of the 
nest member 21. 

If it is desired to change the distance between the piston 
15 and nest portion 22, the head 20 of the plunger 17 
is pushed to the left, as viewed in the drawing, until the 
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blades 25 are withdrawn from the steps 27. At this point, 
the indexing barrel 26 may be rotated to align or register 
any pair of steps 27 of the desired depth with the blade 
members 25,.after which the plunger 17 may be released 
for permitting the blades 25 to engage the selected steps 
27 thus setting the nest member 21 in a predetermined 
axial position. It will be readily appreciated that the 
axial position of the nest member 21 may be changed 
rapidly and easily for accommodating lugs of varying 
diameters. ' 

I shall now describe the force transmitting means which 
is employed for reciprocating the piston 15. The force 
transmitting means comprises a lower arm member 29 
which is pivotally mounted on a pin member 30 secured ’ 
in the parallel spaced apart walls 31 extending rearwardly 
from the leg portion 13 of the tool bed 10. An upper 
arm member 32 is formed with a bifurcated end 33 which 
is pivotally mounted on a pin member 34 that is ‘carried’ 
by the lower arm member 29 at a point spaced from the 
pin member 30. The bifurcated end 33 of the upper arm 
member 32 is also pivotally mounted on a pin member 
35 which is carried by the piston 15 at a point spaced 
from the pin member 34. The ends of the pin members 
34 and 35 terminate at the inner surfaces of the tool bed 

. walls 31. 
In the operation of- the afore-described force transmit 

ting means, the arm members 29 and 32 are spread apart 
which draws the piston 15 to the left as viewed in the 
drawing. The nest member 21 is adjusted in the manner 
described in detail hereinbefore and then an electrical 
conducting lug, which is, for example, to’ be staked or 
crimped to a cable, is inserted over the end of the cable 
and laid in the nest portion 22. The arm members 29 
and 32 are then squeezed together which action urges 
the piston 15 toward the lug for staking the latter to the 
cable. a 

The arrangement of the pivotal mountings of the army 
members 29 and 32 provides for a toggle form of force 
transmitting action which snaps the piston 15 into full 
engagement with the lug lying in the nest portion 22 thus 
effecting a positive and secure staking. After the lug has 
been staked, the arm members 29 and 32 are again spread 
apart to permit the staked lug tobe removed from, and 
an unstaked lug to be inserted in, the nest portion 22. 
It should be‘noted that the above-described'steps, which 
are taken in crimping a lug, may be carried out quite 
rapidly. 
Now, while I have shown and described what I believe 

to be a preferred’ embodiment of my present invention, 
it will be understood that various rearrangements and 
modi?cations may be made therein without departing 
from the spirit and scope of the present invention. 

I claim: 
1. A lug staking tool comprising a bed having a bight 

portionhand a pair of parallel spaced apart leg portions 
projecting therefrom, a piston mounted in one of said leg 
portions for reciprocal movement parallel to the bight 
portion of said bed, a plunger mounted in the other of 
said leg portions for reciprocal movement parallel to the 
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4 
bight portion of said bed, the axes of said piston and said 
plunger coinciding, a lug receiving nest secured to the end 
of said plunger which faces said piston, means for locat 
ing said nest in one of a plurality of axial positions where 
by the distance between said piston and said nest may be 
varied for accommodating lugs of various diameters, said 
means comprising a barrel mounted on said plunger inter 
mediate said nest and said other leg portion of said bed, 
said barrel having steps about the periphery thereof of 
varying axial depth, said nest having an axially rearwardly, 
extending blade which is adapted to be received in one 
of said steps in said barrel, spring means for normally 
biasing said blade toward said barrel, said plunger being 
adapted to be moved axially to withdraw said blade from 
said steps of said barrel after which the latter may be 
rotated to align'any step of the desired depth with the 
blade whereupon the plunger may be released for per 
mitting the blade to engage the selected step thus setting 
the nest in a predetermined axial position, a pair ofarm 
members pivotally mounted to said bed and having con 
nection with said piston, and said arm members being 
manually operable for etfecting movement of said piston 
tomard and away from said nest whereby a lug may be 
staked between said piston and said nest. 

2. A lug staking tool comprising a bed, a piston 
mounted in said bed for reciprocal movement, a plunger 
mounted in said bed for aligned reciprocal movement rela 
tive to said piston, a lug receiving nest secured to the end 
of said plunger which faces said piston, means for locating 
said nest in one of a plurality of axial positions whereby 
the distance between said pistonrand said nest may be 
varied for accommodating lugs of various diameters, said 
means comprising a barrel mounted on said plunger inter 
mediate of the ends thereof, said barrel having steps about 
the periphery thereof of varying axial depth, said nest 
having an axially rearwardly extending indexing member 
which is adapted to be received in one of said steps in said 
barrel, spring means for normally biasing said indexing 
member toward said barrel, said plunger being adapted 
to be moved axially to withdraw said indexing member 
from said steps of said barrel after which the latter may 
be rotated 'to align any step of the desired depth with the ' 
vindexing member whereupon the plunger may be released 

' for permitting the indexing member to engage the selected 
step thus setting the nest in a predetermined axial position, 
and manually operable means for effecting movement of 
said piston toward and away from said nest whereby a ing 
may be staked between said piston and said nest. 
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